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ABSTRACT 
The topic of this analysis is about counter discourse done by people in eliminating 
discrimination and resulting hibridity. The analysis uses qualitative research methodology to 
find the facts about the discrimination happened and the real background of Gandhi‘s history. 
Postcolonialism theory is used to analyse the movie that shows the different treatment to the 
group of people who have different races and ethnicities. The goals of this study is to analyse 
intrinsic elements of the movie including character, setting and symbol in order to elaborate 
the Postcolonialism issues related to the stereotyping and its influence to the action of 
discriminating people, counter discourse done by people and hibridity that reflected in the 
movie. The analysis shows that people who have white skin were labeled to be in the higher 
position than people whose skin is non white. The analysis also shows that it is hard for 
people with different religion to live together because they have their own philosophy that 
was difficult to be united. All of the differences cause discrimination happening in the 
country and cause disadvantages for people whose identity is marginal. But all of the 
discrimination and injustice can be removed by counter discourse done by people who have 
dream about life without discrimination. All of people have the same right on this earth. And 
the main image that became a pioneer of this action was an Indian man named Gandhi. 
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